Ref No.:AIBSNLEA/CTD/GS/18-19

Date: 26 November 2018

To
The General Secretary.
CHQ,AIBSNLEA,
New Delhi
Subject: Latest promotion order from AO to CAO: massive transfer from CTD
Respected Comrade,
On behalf of CTD circle we convey our sincere thanks to you and whole CHQ team to bring out the much awaited
AO to CAO promotion order overcoming all hindrances.
In the order 29 AOs got promoted to CAO on regular basis and 9 got promotion on ad hoc basis from CTD.Out of
this,10 regular and 3 ad hoc promotee have been ordered to be posted outside CTD.In any of the circle this massive
transfer did not take place,As there are 40 posts vacant in CTD,you are requested to take up the case with SEA
section for re allotment in CTD.

The following points may ,please, be considered for this reason:
1) Officials returned back to CTD in 2013 have been posted at CTD whereas officials joined in 2015 have been
posted outside.
2) After issuance of promotion order, 12 post of CAO are still vacant whereas 13 officials have been transferred.
3) 6 CAOs of the promoted officials of CTD are going to be retired by the end of Feb'2019. (1 will be retired in
Dec'18, 4 will be in Jan'19 & 1 will be in Feb'19.)
4) 3 more officials will be retired by the end of Oct'2019.
5) Almost all officials transferred outside have attained the age of 56+. Moreover all of them have already served
outside the home circle in previous 2 or 3 occasions.
6) Due to prevailing financial crunch in BSNL when so many statutory payments like Payment of PC/LSC, GPF
contribution, AMC charges, Electricity charges,JCL wages payment, etc are not being made ,Transfer grant
alongwith Transfer TA/DA have also not been paid to the transferred officials already joined in other circles. In this
situation such unnecessary transfer will invite more financial liabilities to BSNL.

Detail in this regard sent in attached excel sheet. Please, take up the case for urgent solution.
With regards,

(SUBHASIS MITRA)
Circle Secretary
AIBSNLEA/CTD

